Job Title: Registered Nurse

Location: Middletown, NY

Company Description: Welcome to an agency that is passionate about supporting the families and communities of the Hudson Valley. We have been evolving services for people facing the challenges of disability and mental illness for over 50 years. Today we offer a broad range of programs and touch thousands of lives every week. Yet we always work hard to focus on the needs and potentials of one person at a time. Our many and varied services are all focused on one goal: helping people with challenges live the fullest life possible. We believe each of us is entitled to a voice in establishing our own life goals and strive to treat each person we assist as a partner. We are committed to making a positive difference in the communities where we live and work.

Roles and Responsibilities: Access: Supports For Living is seeking a Full-Time RN to work in the Orange County Area! Flexible schedule, Great benefits package, Apply today!

Experience dealing with the medically frail and behaviors, Psychiatric background a plus, medication administration, Should be able to train staff in varies medical treatment plans, as well as other nursing duties.

Qualifications:
- Current, valid NY RN license
- Previous experience with DD population
- Current Infection Control Certification
- 2 years prior nursing experience
- MUST be able to work a flexible schedule

Additional Information: ALL POSITIONS ARE SUBJECT TO A CRIMINAL BACKGROUND, FINGERPRINTING AND MOTOR VEHICLE REPORT CHECK. ALSO, ALL OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT ARE CONTINGENT ON SUBMISSION TO A PRE-EMPLOYMENT DRUG TEST AND RECEIPT OF A NEGATIVE DRUG TEST RESULT

Interested candidates please click here to apply.

MHVC and its network of partners are equal opportunity employers who agree not to discriminate against any employee or job applicant because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, physical or mental disability, or age.